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INSTRUCTIONS
Apply the appliqué and print to the
front panel of the T-shirt before
assembling the garment.

1. Trace letters “STR” and “ET” on
plastic sheeting and cut shaded parts
of motif out.

APPLIQUÉ
2. Trace big letter “E” as mirror
image on paper-backing side of
double-sided fusible web. Fuse double-
sided fusible web to wrong side of
piece of knit.
3. Cut letter out along its outlines.
Remove paper backing and determine
placement of letter on front panel,
using plastic template as guide, and pin
letter carefully in place before fusing
it to front panel.
4. Pin piece of tear-away backing under
letter “E” to wrong side of front panel.

5. Fuse letter in place and appliqué its
edges with reinforced straight stitch.
6. Remove tear-away backing and
secure thread ends carefully to wrong
side.

PRINT
7. Spray adhesive on wrong side of
template and bond template to front
panel. Secure edges of template in place
with painter’s tape and cover rest of
front panel to protect it from paint
splashes.
8. Pour a small amount of paint on
disposable plate and dab sponge in it
so that paint gets evenly distributed
on sponge.
9. Dab a small amount of paint at a
time in openings on template with
sponge.
10. Allow print to dry properly and
fix it to fabric by pressing, following
directions on paint container.

MATERIALS
For print:
- white fabric paint
- scalpel or small sharp scissors
- plastic sheeting (e.g. plastic pocket)
  for template
- spray adhesive, Gold-Zack
- painter’s tape
- disposable plate and spoon
- piece of sponge
For appliqué:
- piece of turquoise knit or
  woven fabric
- embroidery thread
- tear-away backing,
  Vlieseline® Stickvlies
- double-sided fusible web,
  Vlieseline® Vliesofix
- water-soluble embroidery stabilizer,
  Vlieseline® Soluweb
Read the instructions and
experiment making the
appliqué and print on a scrap
of fabric before starting!

“STREET” text
for T-shirt
Pictured in OTTOBRE design®
1/2006, pages 62-63.
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